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Foldacrutch - The Ultimate Folding Crutches  - Black
Foldacrutch Folding Crutches – Compact, Durable and Comfortable Welcome to the Foldacrutch, the innovative crutch solution available at The Mobility Shop, crafted for individuals who seek autonomy and ease in their mobility aids. Our Foldacrutch crutches are the epitome of convenience and reliability, perfect...
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Mobilex Outdoor Puma Off Road Pneumatic Rollator
The brand-new Puma Air rollator is a high quality outdoor rollator. This rollator has a matte black frame and extra large 12’’ pneumatic tyres (295 mm) for more stability on difficult surfaces.  The push handles can easily be adjusted in height without the use of any...
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Cura Supreme electric profiling bed
Product description (mattress not included) The Cura Supreme electric profiling bed features easy to use handset controls to optimise patient comfort and well-being whilst enhancing patient mobility and independence. With an exceptional height range the Cura Supreme ensures carers are able to work at a comfortable height and...
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          Terms & Conditions

      

      1. Introduction
Welcome to The Mobility Shop. These terms and conditions outline the rules and regulations for the use of The Mobility Shop's Website, located at http://mobilityscootersuk.co.uk.

By accessing this website, we assume you accept these terms and conditions. Do not continue to use http://mobilityscootersuk.co.uk if you do not agree to take all of the terms and conditions stated on this page.

2. Contractual Agreement
By placing an order through The Mobility Shop, you are entering into a legally binding contract to purchase the selected products. You will be guided through the process of placing an order by a series of instructions on the website.

3. Price and Payment
The total price for goods, including delivery charges, will be displayed prior to confirming your order and completing the payment process. Full payment must be made before goods are dispatched.

4. Delivery
The Mobility Shop will deliver the goods in accordance with your order usually within the stated delivery time but certainly within 30 days. If an event outside of our control occurs, we will contact you to arrange a revised delivery date.

5. Cancellation and Returns
Under the Consumer Contracts Regulations, you have the right to cancel your order within 14 days without giving any reason. The cancellation period will expire after 14 days from the day on which you acquire, or a third party other than the carrier and indicated by you acquires, physical possession of the goods. To exercise the right to cancel, you must inform us of your decision to cancel by a clear statement.

6. Refunds
Upon receiving your cancellation notice and the return of the goods, we will refund you the price paid for the goods. We will make the reimbursement without undue delay, and not later than 14 days after the day we receive back from you any goods supplied.

7. Limitation of Liability
The Mobility Shop shall not be liable for any all loss or damage that you may suffer that is in any way attributable to any delay in performance or completion of our contract, however, that delay arises.

8. Data Protection
Personal information collected during the sales process will be used in accordance with our Privacy Policy.

9. Governing Law
These terms and conditions are governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of England, Wales, Scotland, and Northern Ireland.

10. Statutory Rights
These terms do not affect your statutory rights.
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